A grave receives a face
My uncle Hans Georg Rudies heavily was wounded 1940 in an air attack in the room Stavanger and is
short time later in the hospital deceased.
My grandmother received a photo of the grave of its son Hans Georg of the German
„Kriegsgraeberfuersorge“ (war grave care association) years later. This grave is on the soldier cemetery
Havstein in Trondheim.

As I once the name of my uncle into a search engine arrived input I on the HP of the cemetery in
Trondheim. In a name list of fallen soldiers, my uncle Hans Rudies stood.
I input in December 2007 the name "Hans Rudies" again in a search engine and to my large surprise, I
bumped into following picture:

Grave Stavanger Sola
Flyer Hans Rudies (left) Georg Müller (right)
The grave shown here, is the original, which was designed directly after death of my uncle. Here a
young person died. For what also always, at least it received an orderly grave. How many victims of the
war received no grave?
The father of the fallen is missed in the same war, got also he a correct grave?

Contact reception with the administrator
A grave photo, 67 years old, carries a name, date of birth and date of death. What does behind it stick?
It someone reports knows herself that of that the face to the grave and know would like gladly more over
the grave photo. The interest of both sides is large.
Here the face to the grave is

Flyer Hans Georg Rudies

Hans Georg Rudies was born at the 08.11.1918 in Memel (today Klaipeda). He still had three brothers.
His learned occupation was oven builder. He was able to exercise his learned occupation no longer,
because his use was more important as a soldier for his government.

How did the family of the fallen look?
Ein Bild von der Familie des Gefallenen aus dem Jahr 1937

Picture: Family Rudies Memel 1937, Hans, Walter, Maria (born. Masur), Johann (Father), Horst and Herbert

The surviving of the family became after the confused of the war in Cologne and Leverkusen settled.

